The Clover School (formerly named Forest Hill Montessori School) is a well-established CCMA accredited
Montessori school located in Toronto, Ontario. We are the school with
. As a school we know that connection,
trust and love are the key to a successful learning relationship. The ‘Clover’ symbol represents the four pillars that
motivate everything we do at The Clover School:

Mind
We encourage openness, curiosity, questioning, exploration and fearless discovery.

Heart
We model a lifestyle and environment that values courage, compassion, kindness, patience, tolerance, and
understanding; towards each other and the world.

Health
We believe in mindful and healthful living that includes smart nutrition, physical exercise and the development of
emotionally strong individuals with healthy self-images and respect for their bodies.

Soul
We champion connecting to nature through quiet reflection. We encourage meditation, art, music, dance and walks
in the woods.

SO…
We are growing again and are inviting highly enthusiastic and engaging educators who share the same vision,
passion for learning, teaching and student growth in all teaching levels (Toddler, Casa, Elementary and Adolescent)
(and teaching assistants too) for the upcoming school year. We hold our faculty to high standards and actively seek
to develop a professionally stimulating and growth-oriented work environment. We look forward to expanding our
team of diverse educators who are at the core of our success.
You’re perfect for this role if you have the following in spades:
 Passion – teaching is your calling, and you do more than just educate, you inspire.
 Investment – you care about our students and take pride in their achievements and growth. This keeps you
motivated to be constantly improving in your profession and wanting to do more.
 Interpersonal skills – you’re very good with people and are as comfortable hanging out with children as you
are talking pedagogy with parents and leaders in education.
 Team – you’re looking for an opportunity to join a group of talented, caring educators who are changing
the face of education.
If that sounds like you, then we can’t wait to hear from you!
We offer an excellent compensation package, with a salary commensurate with individual experience, paid personal
days, and paid vacation time. Because we’re educators ourselves, we strive to foster a supportive work environment
in which teachers have the freedom to innovate in the classroom and aren’t limited by standard curriculums. We
work hard to be on the cutting edge, so you’ll also be working with like-minded professionals who are leaders in
Montessori education. We believe in a “whole child” approach to education, so you’ll have every tool you need to
ensure your students reach their highest potential.
Qualifications
 AMI or MACTE certification necessary (level specific) for head teaching positions
Your Application
If you are the gem we’ve been looking for, we invite you to send your resume and a cover letter outlining why you
want to work for The Clover School and contribute positively to the lives of children. We will review applications as
they are received, but we will only contact successful candidates.
Erika Lacey, Head of Schools
elacey@cloverschool.com

